MTI INSPECTION SERVICES

55555

INSPECTION REPORT OF LOST OR DAMAGED MERCHANDISE

ABC FREIGHT LINES

CARRIER

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
1234567890
No
N/A PRO/BILL NO.
555 Main Street, Chicago, Illinois 60111
123 Anywhere Drive, Denver, Colorado 80911
$2000.00
RELEASED RATE/VALUE
6/22/2009
6/23/2009
DATE INSPECTED
TERMINAL

5/15/2009
Was exception noted upon delivery? ✘ Yes
Acme Furniture Supply
CONSIGNEE
ADDRESS
Great Cabinets
SHIPPER
ORIGIN
Furniture/Cabinets
BILL DESCRIPTION
6/3/2009
DATE DELIVERED
DATE ASSIGNED TO MTI
BILL DATE

RATE AUTHORITY

RATE BASIS

Shipper is a re-seller of furniture, mfg . is US Cabinet Company
✘ No
Yes
If no, explain
Is the shipper the manufacturer?
✘ Indeterminable
Yes
No
If articles imported or trans-shipped, have contents been inspected by shipper prior to this movement?
✘ Damage
Alleged Loss
Does damage to container correspond to damage to contents?
Package Description and Condition: At time of inspection all

✘

Visible

✘ Yes

Concealed
Indeterminable
Indeterminable (Explain below)

No

four pieces of the shipment were within their original shipping containers.
Containers are all double wall corrugated fibreboard and each shows varying degrees of creasing damage. The bottom or upper
flaps of all four containers have also been torn open and/or are missing. Two of the containers show areas of missing fibreboard
from various sides and of differing dimensions, with the largest being approx. 8" long by 6" wide. Two of the containers also show
extensive black rub marks along the length of one of the side panels. Two of the containers are banded together and (con't below)
Movement of shipment after delivery?
Yes, refused by consignee
Location of inspection
Helpful Delivery Company, 1000 Delivery Drive, Lincoln, Nebraska
✘ Box
✘ Corrugated
Not Available
Discarded
✘ New
Reused
Bursting Test unknown
PSI Size Limit unknown
Box Maker Info: Package No. unknown
Edge Crush Test unknown
PPI Gross Weight of Container see below
LBS Container Dimensions
Other
Reel
Bundle
Pallet ✘ Skid
Wooden Crate

CLOSURES:
✘

MARKINGS:

✘

✘ Stapled

None

✘

✘ Directional

Wired
Nailed

Strapped

Glued
Taped

Latched
Screwed
✘ Fragile

Contents Indicated
Glass

Triple Wall
✘ Double Wall
LBS
U/I Gross Weight Limit unknown
see below
Yes ✘ No
ISTA Certified

Single Wall

✘

Freezable

Shrink Wrapped
Corded/Sew
n
Handle with Care
Top Load Only

Bubble Pack
None
Paper Matting
Styrofoam Chips
Slotted Partitions
Corner Posts
Blown Foam
Wooden Base
✘ Other Thick, rigid Styrofoam fitted base pieces with thin white Styrofoam sheeting used to protect the surface of each commodity.

INNER PACKAGING:

BAG:

Paper

DRUM:

Plastic

Number of Articles

FOUR

✘

Single Ply

Multi Wall

Fibreboard
New

Used

Steel

Paper Woven

Cloth

Gauge of Metal

Capacity

Cost of Articles

Burlap Crate:

$1837.00

Diagonally Braced

✘ Stretch Wrapped

Bolted
Do Not Drop
Do Not Stack
Corrugated Liners
Inner Packages

Open Slat

Solid Side

Date of Mfgr.
Estimated

✘

D.O.T
.
Actual Invoice No.unknown

(con't from above) are stretch wrapped together. All four items are laying on their sides on the shipping skids even though
directional arrows show to transport them in an upright/vertical position. Two of the pieces overhang one end of their skid by 4"
while the other two overhang each end by 18".
Commodities presented for inspection include (one Bar #430), (two Bar #440) and (one Bar #450) modular piece. All pieces are made
of laminated particle board with glue/screws as fasteners. All pieces of this shipment exhibit some degree of instability, as when
moved they are no longer solid/rigid and appear to twist or bend slightly, indicating the possibility of damage to the glue and screws
used to construct them. All four pieces of furniture are still within their shipping containers and are either banded or stretch
wrapped/taped to such an extent to prohibit a full inspection. However through the ripped or opened areas of the containers, the
following damages were able to be noted:
One, new, brown, laminated particle board, Bar #450, "Outside Lower Cabinet", Weight 108lbs., Dim. 17"w x 17"d x 94.25"h ***
The pre-cut circular hole in the top of this item for the "can light" to be installed has been split in half. The 1" thick particle board is
split diagonally and the 1/8" thick mounting plate is twisted slightly out of position. (continued on page two)

✘

Consignee advises that article(s) have no salvage value.
Consignee advises that article(s) have an estimated salvage value of $
Consignee advises that they cannot repair article(s).
Consignee advises articles can be repaired at an estimated cost of $
Consignee advises that no determination with regard to disposition of article(s) has been made at this time.

This report is submitted as a factual presentation of the matter at hand. Any questions regarding content accuracy should be directed to the inspector within THREE BUSINESS DAYS.

Consignee X
THIS INSPECTION REPORT IS NOT A CLAIM

Inspector
GOODS MUST BE RETAINED PENDING CARRIER DISPOSITION

This inspector agrees to use his/her best skill and knowledge on behalf of those who requested them to perform this inspection. However, this report is issued subject to the following
stipulation. It is agreed and understood by all parties concerned that neither MTI or any inspector thereof shall have any liability for any amount in excess of the actual cost of this inspection report 11/99.

-
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(con't from page one)
The base of this piece also shows rubbing damage to a 4" long x 2" wide
section of the outer surface. The curved Styrofoam inner packing is broken in
the same area that the commodity shows the rubbing damage.
One, new, brown, laminated particle board, Bar #430, "Open Top Bookcase",
Weight 172lbs., Dim. 32"w x 17.75"d x 94.25"h *** This piece of the shipment
shows to have a lower edge that has been broken in half, 2" from the corner.
The entire thickness of the particle board has been broken into two pieces, in
a "V" shaped manner. This split of the particle board has also damaged one of
the wooden supporting blocks used to anchor the panel to the main, bottom
piece of the item.
Two, new, brown, laminated particle board, Bar #440, "Glass Door Cabinet",
Weight 225lbs. each, Dim. 32"w x 17.75"d x 94.25"h *** One of the two Glass
Door Cabinets shows minor damages to the lower screw-type legs used to level
the cabinet. One of the two legs that is visible has the Styrofoam broken
away and missing. This circular leveling leg appears to be pushed towards the
side of the cabinet when compared to the opposite leg.
The second of the two Glass Door Cabinets shows a 6" long by 3" wide section
of broken and missing particle board. The missing section is approximately
half way between the left and right corners. Additionally, one of the two
leveling legs on this cabinet appear to have been bent as a piece of particle
board used as inner packing material has slid down and come into contact with
it.
Although each of the cabinets were still mainly covered by their shipping
containers, multiple additional areas of small chips, scrapes and dents could
be viewed along various sections of each item. Further, multiple pieces of
the rigid white fitted Styrofoam shapes used to protect the items were broken
into two or more pieces with some missing altogether.

Inspector:

Date:

6/23/2009

